
You reap what you 
sow… 

 
 

Mrs. C’s Expectations & 
Consequences 

 
 
The beauty of life is while we cannot undo what is done, we can see it, understand it, learn from it and 
change. So that every new moment is spent not in regret, guilt, fear or anger BUT in wisdom, 
understanding and love. 
 
To ensure an atmosphere where all students—you-- feel comfortable yet challenged and are able to 
maximize your learning experience, there are several expectations that must be met and upheld. 
 
In this classroom all school rules stated in the student handbook need to be upheld.  This includes, but is 
not limited to, restricted use of cell phones (except when given permission), no inappropriate clothing, 
no horseplay, no profanity or bullying, and no fighting.  These “no’s” are choices you make.  If you 
choose to disregard the expectations set for the classroom and school, there will be consequences for 
your actions.  
 
EXPECTATIONS 
-Cell Phones|Smart Phones|IPads|ANY Electronic Device are encouraged to use HOWEVER at the appropriate 
time. You may use your electronic device before class begins or end of class if we have a couple minutes left 
before the bell rings. Phones should be put away during instructional time and when getting observed by an 
administrator AND/OR when a guest speaker is present.  
If I see the device out during those situations or it’s becoming a distraction to your learning, I will take the device 
and you’ll get it back at the end of class. 
-Food|Drinks : No food or drinks (pop, energy drinks) shall be consumed in class. (Unless given permission by 
Mrs. Campbell)  Bottled water is welcomed.  
-Gum is OK as long as long as it stays in your mouth! No blowing bubbles or loud chomping noises. 
-Clean up time: 5 minutes before bell rings will be our standard clean up time. Some days we may need to clean 
up earlier (When using laptops).  At the decretion of Mrs. Campbell. NO ONE should be cleaning up earlier than 
15 minutes before bell rings.  



-ABSOLUTELY no lining up by the door. Wait by your seat . We’re not in elementary school anymore.  
-Foul language- Keep it to yourself, I don’t tolerate a filthy mouth.  
-Fragrances/Body Sprays::No spraying of any body fragrance/cologne in my classroom. Some 
students/teachers have asthma,highly allergic and sensitive to the chemicals/smells. Spray yourself 
before arriving to school or in the bathroom if you absolutely need to…truly, you shouldn’t even need 
body spray unless you’re trying to cover up B.O. 
-RESPECT- one another, other(s) art projects, the studio space and equipment 
-Choose appropriate behavior and actions 
-Always put forth your best efforts 
-Use your studio time in my class wisely—so you don’t have extra homework on the weekends!  
 
Biggest pet peeve |When I’m talking/teaching, NO ONE else should be talking. You’re here to learn. 
*Unless you raise your hand…of course  
 
When you do not meet expectations… (4Rs) 
 

1. Remind individual of expectation / Remove individual from situation in order to resume positive 
actions (Warning) 

2. Retain individual to work out a successful solution for high achievement (Detention)  
3. Reflect with parent/guardian about the current behavior choices (Call Home) 
4. Refer individual to Principals (Sent to Office) 

 
I rarely have to give detentions, but when I do they’re 10 minutes, 7:30 – 7:40 or 2:50 – 3:00, on an 
assigned date.  You do not have the opportunity to work on class projects during that assigned time; you 
will be cleaning and helping around the classroom to restore respect and pride to your environment. 
 
Personal Reflection… 
 
My goal as your visual arts teacher is to motivate, inspire creative thinking and problem solving skills 
through “hands-on” visual art projects/creative lessons. 
 
My days at school are usually non-stop and occasionally crazy, but, both personally and professionally 
rewarding.  My art studio in room 102/212 is filled with energy and excitement of creativity.  I feel 
truly blessed to be able to use my God given skills and talents as your art educator.  
 I consider it an honor to share my passion for art at OHHS! 
 
 
  



 


